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Abstract— In today’s day-to-day lives, many more
online shopping android applications are present in
the market. The pharmacy industries have fewer
applications to deliver the patient medicine as per
their locality etc. We have tried to overcome this
problem by adding some authenticated online sales
of medicines using multi-vendor. To avoid the risk
and to enhance the benefits, we have an android app
approach for online shopping for medicines. First of
all, Multi consumer will upload the prescription for
required medicines, in the second stage that
prescription will be searched by the customer or user,
who will be able to proceed forward to place the order
at the end only upload the prescription. E-Pharmacy
using multi-vendor online shopping easily get the
medicines from unavailable medicines also because
of pharmacy will connect with multi vendors so that
medicines will get very soon also. The Vendor will be
approved by the admin so that it reduces the risk of
illegal sales and also protect the consumer from side
effects due to self-medication.
Indexed Terms-- E-Pharmacy; Android; Web
Development; HTML; CSS; JavaScript; MySQL;
PHP; Framework; Angular Java Script.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Online drug shopping web operation is fast gaining
ground as an accepted and used business paradigm.
Further and further business houses are enforcing web
spots furnishing functionality for performing online
drug shopping over the web. It's reasonable to say that
the process of shopping on the web is getting
commonplace. This web operation is to reduce rigors
faced by this being system, also offers low-cost power.
Also, this system is designed for the particular need of
all druggies to carry out operations smoothly and
effectively. Tradition will be anatomized by the
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croaker also the only consumer will be suitable to
place an order, also all the drugs must be vindicated
and certified by the registered druggist before
delivery. It has data storehouse installation as well as
easy and interactive reclamation of data similar as
order history of tradition for unborn use like in some
cases consumer needs a yearly cache of some
conventions. It's stoner-friendly dependable and
secure with an effective stoner interface design.
The “Medical Shop Management System" has been
developed to stamp the problems prevailing in the
rehearsing homemade system. This software is
supported to exclude and, in some cases, reduce the
rigors faced by this being system. Also, this system is
designed for the particular need of the company to
carry out operations smoothly and effectively. The
operation is reduced as important as possible to avoid
crimes while entering the data. It also provides error
communication while entering invalid data. No formal
knowledge is demanded the er to use this system.
Therefore, this, all proves it's stoner-friendly. Medical
Shop Management System, as described over, can lead
to error error-free cure, a dependable, and fast
operating system. It can help the stoner to concentrate
on their other conditioning rather than concentrate on
the record-keeping. Therefore, it'll help the association
in better application of coffers. Every association,
whether big or small, has challenges to overcome and
manage the information of Medicine, Client, Medicine
Stock, Supplier, Sells. Every Medical Shop
Management
System
has
different
Client
requirements; thus, we design.
Exclusive hand operation systems that are acclimated
to your directorial conditions. This is designed to help
in strategic planning and will help you ensure that your
association is equipped with the right position of
information and details for your future pretensions.
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Also, for those busy superintendents who are always
on the go, our systems come with remote access
features, which will allow you to manage your pool
anytime, at all times.

2. Klaus-Peter Wiedmann, Nadine Hennigs, Lars
Pankalla, Martin Kassubek, Barbara Seegebarth,
Marc-Oliver Reeh (2010), Online distribution of
medicinals probing relations of consumers' value
perception
Online distribution of medicinals probing relations of
consumers' value perception
3. SumitAgarwal, GarimaBhardwaj (2020), a study
of consumer buying gestetowardsE-pharmacies in
Delhi NCR

Fig. e-Pharmacy
The main idea of the design of E – a drugstore online
shop using the android system is to connect all original
drugstore merchandisers on one platform to give the
need of drugs on time to save the lives and to manage
the details of drugstore, drug, stocks, deals, charges. It
manages all the information about multi-vendor
drugstore shops, druggies, charges, and drug details.
The purpose of the design is to make an operation
program to reduce the homemade work of managing
the drugstore shop, drugs, druggies, and stocks. It
tracks all the details about the stocks, deals, and
charges.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Sophia Rahaman, Shahid Mohammed, Tejasvi
Manchanda, Raj Mahadik (2019), E-Pharm Help
the Future Approach for Allocating Medicines in
Smart Cities

This study was done to find out client perception
towards online apothecaries and also pierce their
satisfaction position on colorful benefits associated
withE-Pharmacy
4. Sandesh Chinchole, Aditya Kulkarni, Laksh
Matai, Chintan Kotadiya (2017), a real-time pallgrounded messaging system for delivering a drug
to the pastoral areas
The system acts as a picture-centered real-time
messaging system to enable people to order the drug
online and get it delivered to their places.
5. Noel Carroll, ItaRichardsons. (2016). Aligning

healthcare invention and software conditions
through design thinking.
This paper presents an e-pharmacy case study and
describes the impact this approach has within a
Connected Health environment.

This paper presents an E-pharmacy case study and
describes the impact this approach has within a
Connected Health environment.
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Though E-Commerce
isn't a new concept to
the world and indeed
not to Indian requests
but still buying and
dealing drugs online is
a new concept in Indian
pharmaceutical
business member

The system presented
in the paper utilizes the
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internet,
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and pall computing to
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establish a connected
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allowing
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III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

3.1 Problem Analysis
The drugstore has kept always educated problems with
keeping data and security. Meaning a veritably large
drugstore with records on paper will be tedious and
delicate to keep track of medicines in the store, and the
quality of medicines that are available in the store
based on their orders and functions. The druggist has
to order medicines to replenish the already dwindling
stoke. In addition, ordering medicines can be done
manually. Drugs aren't to be used if they get expired.
This design will prompt the druggist about medicines
that are about to expire, precluding those medicines
from being vented.
IV.

• Search Medicine – Locality, Category, Medicine
name
• View Medicine details
• Add to Cart
• Add/Update shipping address
• Place Order
• View Order Status
• Upload prescription
• Give Feedback

PROPOSED APPROACH

4.1 Overview
Then going to share to actors. They're Stoner and
Merchandisers. Merchandisers will modernize their
products for deals. Stoner enters this system and elects
their product and adds to wain.
4.2 System Features
In the life of software development, problem analysis
provides a base for the design and development phase.
The problem is anatomized so that sufficient matter is
handed to design a new system. Large problems are
subdivided into lower ones to make them
understandable and easy for changing results. Same in
this design all the tasks are subdivided and distributed.
System Modules:
1. Admin
• Login
• View Pharmacy
• Approve Pharmacy Login
• View registered user
• Delete Abuse Feedback
2.
•
•
•
•

3.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pharmacy
Login
Register
OTP Verification
Add Medicine
Manage Medicine
Manage Orders
Update Order Status

User
Register
Login
OTP Verification
Manage Wallet Balance
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• Login
The main activities in the application are the user login
page for the user. The other modules are followed by
this login page. This module records only the user and
password of the user.
• OTP verification
Users can enter the all details for the registration like
user name, address, phone number, etc. once the users
can enter all details and register their profile user will
get OTP verification. It will successfully verify user
profile was registered.
Module Description:
Admin
• Login
In the login module, the admin can log in to the
application with the master login details. Admin can
maintain all user details.
• View Pharmacy
Admin can add the pharmacy shop using the personal
shop details like pharmacy name, address, phone
number, etc. then admin will view the all added
pharmacies.
• Approve Pharmacy
Once the pharmacy will be added the details admin
will check all pharmacy details then the admin will
approve the added pharmacy. Once admin will
approve after the pharmacy uses their credentials.
• View registered user
Users once registered their profile admin will check
the user details and view who are all registered users.
• Delete abuse Feedback
Admin will check all feedback from the user side from
that some feedback is undesirable content means they
are deleted from the feedback.
User
• Register
Another main function of our proposed system is
registration, to register with the unique application
details such as name; password, email, place, and time
are required.
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• Manage wallet balance
Users can add the amount for a billing process. It will
easily be payable for a medicine. Users can add the
amount if a user purchases the medicine the amount
will payable from the wallet.
• Search medicine
Users will search the medicine using medicine name,
locality, category, and medicine details.
• View medicine details
The pharmacy will add all medicine details then the
user will search for medicine and view selected
medicine details.
• Add cart
Users can search for the medicine and choose
medicine to purchase without actually completing the
payment. It has updated the quantity of medicine and
removed some of the items.
• Add/ update shipping address
A shipping address is the address where you will send
the order. The billing address is the address connected
to the user's payment method. Billing and shipping
addresses are often the same but not always.
• Place order
A user once chooses the medicine and adds it to be cart
then gets placed to purchase medicine.
• View order status
A user once orders the medicine then it will place an
order for the corresponding address and the user will
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check their status for ordered medicine as order
placed, shipped, delivered.

user will get OTP verification. It will successfully
verify the pharmacy profile was registered.

• Upload prescription
Users will compulsorily upload the medical
prescription and then only order the medicine from the
– pharmacy.

• Add medicine
The pharmacy will add all about of medicine available
in the shop. It will store medicine name, locality,
quantity, price of medicine, which category to add
medicine, and enter their locality-based shipping
charges.

• Give feedback
User will give feedback on the experience of e –
pharmacy and their helpful, unhelpful experiences.

Pharmacy
• Register
Another main function of our proposed system is
registration, to register with the unique application
details such as name; password, email, place, and time
are required.
• Login
The main activities in the application are the user login
page for the user. The other modules are followed by
this login page. This module records only the user and
password of the user.

• Manage medicine
Pharmacy can manage the medicine from the overall e
– pharmacy it contains a medicine stock, sales,
expenses and availability of stocks, users’ orders.
• Manage orders
Pharmacy can manage the order of users’ details from
all e- pharmacy shops how many orders are shipped,
calculate the pending orders, and maintain the
delivered also.
• Upload orders status
The pharmacy once gets the order from the user.
Pharmacy can manage from end to end once get order
pharmacy to upload the status order placed like they
doing next process added the status like medicine is
shipped, on progress, delivered and cancel the orders.

• OTP verification
Pharmacy can enter the all details for the registration
like pharmacy name, address, phone number, etc. once
the user can enter all details and register their profile
V.
FLOWCHART
Fig no.01 System Architecture
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Fig no. 02 Work Flow Diagram

VI.

OUTCOMES

• As this study is new so there will be lots of
exploration demanded in this field that will help
merchandisers and buyers of drugs and medical
products. In general, moment’s businesses must
always strive to produce the coming stylish thing
that consumers will want because consumers
continue to ask their products, services, etc. to
continuously be better, briskly, and cheaper.
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• In this world of new technology, businesses need
to accommodate the new types of consumer
requirements and trends because it'll prove to be
vital to their business’ success and survival.
• BharathaNari is continuously progressing and is
getting more and more important to businesses as
technology continues to advance and is a
commodity that should be taken advantage of and
enforced.
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